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In what will follow I will attempt to demonstrate the correlationist strategy of Kantian 
philosophy and how this strategy undermines philosophy’s own attempt to overcome 
science. Even so, we do not agree that philosophy must overcome science; hence, the 
correlation that energizes this philosophical spirit must be put to question (as Meillasoux 
originally proposed). Yet, what seems to be lacking in Meillasoux’s case against 
correlationism is a sufficient postulate that can abolish a generic kind of correlation that 
obliges philosophy to always make known its claims against science. Needless to say, this 
generic correlation is already present in ancient Greek philosophy. Still, Meillasoux’s 
critique of correlationism is insufficient to sever philosophy from its maniacal obsession 
with correlational reality.  

The invocation of something like a philosophical fate (in Nietzsche a “steely necessity”) is 
that perennial defense of a protected humanity (which is no longer Nietzsche’s) that paints 
a picture of science as its nemesis. It seems then that only a radical renunciation of any form 
of correlationism can exonerate science. We contend that this radical renunciation is 
possible through the postulate of posthumanity.  

We mean posthumanity as the radicalization of the spatial determination of an aleatory 
humanity that is being radically encompassed by the temporal infinitization of the present  
(in Heidegger a “stretched present”). Henceforth, this ‘present’ is meant to describe the 
temporal sway of a space of historical determination that is left to the care of political 
economy. Political economy, which serves as the universal syntax of capitalism, an extra-
economic machination in the form of political extraction of capital where the latter connotes an 
extracted material from something like ‘bare’ economy (transposing Agamben) or ‘base 
materialism’ (mortgaged from Bataille), is understood here to mean that which eternalizes a 
notion of presence in and through the singularization of the present as a temporal vacuum.  
The time in question is abandoned by philosophy and science as each is preoccupied with 
negating the other and as both are temporally concentrated away from the time of the 
present. Meillasoux’s critique of correlationism has brought this to light: science is 
preoccupied with probing ancestrality while philosophy (in its post-Kantian sense) with 
the future that takes the present to be a sacrificial object of final end, the ultimate cosmic 
synthesis (in any case, the ‘protected humanity’ of philosophy). 

Fair enough, political economy radicalizes the present as a sacrifice by reducing the 
aleatoriness of humanity into a unilaterization of its negligible condition. Where 
unilaterization means the impossibility of reflection (it goes in one direction and never goes 
back; a type of operation that we are borrowing from Laruelle) sacrifice does not expect 
redemption of any kind in which case the future becomes a superfluous reminder of 
existence (the present is stretching itself unilaterally in a temporal vacuum), but also the 
past whose essence as anterior point is reduced as is the future to the gratuitousness of 



temporal accidence by ancestrality. (We also contend that the latter is the radical 
implication of Meillasoux’s argument on arche-fossil).  


